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November 22, 2022 

To whom it may concern,  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Ubicom and Israeli Next-Generation Technology Pioneer SIXAI 
Signing a Memorandum of Understanding towards Business Alliance 

in AI Solution Development and Human Resource Development 

 
 Ubicom Holdings Inc. (Head office: Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo; CEO: Masayuki Aoki; Securities code: 3937; hereinafter 
"Ubicom"), which promotes development partnerships with global companies in Japan and overseas by utilizing its 
development base mainly in the Philippines under the philosophy of "GO GLOBAL", SIXAI Ltd. (Head Office: 
Israel; CEO: Ran Poliakine; hereinafter "SIXAI"), an industry leader in AI and disruptive technology integration 
which has strengths in industrial applications of world-leading advanced defense technologies and next-generation AI, 
have signed a memorandum of understanding towards business alliance in AI solutions development and human 
resource development. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Company Ubicom Holdings, Inc. 
CEO Masayuki Aoki 
 （Code：3937 TSE Prime Market） 

Inquiry Executive Officer, Director of Corporate 
Planning Division  Masashi Hatta 

 （TEL. 03-5803-7339） 

 

Summary of Memorandum of Understanding              

between SIXAI and Ubicom towards Business Alliance 

1. Ubicom and SIXAI will jointly work on global development projects related to AI 

solutions through SIXAI. 

2. Ubicom and SIXAI will consider efforts for Ubicom's AI talent development and   

“Go Global” development initiatives, based on a long-term perspective, with a view 

to future offshore lab development. 
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 Ran Poliakine, CEO of SIXAI, is the co-founder of "illumigyn"; a femtech startup focused on women's healthcare 
in which Ubicom invested in 2021, and has founded numerous other social impact ventures backed by cutting-edge 
technology, including Nanox, Powermat, WellSense and others. 

Since Mr. Poliakine and Ubicom share a common focus on the areas of AI and healthcare in particular from a 
Global perspective, we are pursuing a comprehensive and deepening partnership that goes beyond the scope of this 
MOU. Specifically, we are considering the possibility of further collaboration in the operation of AI-based ship safety 
management systems and the future deployment of illumigyn's femtech solutions in Japan and Asia. 
 
 Based on the “GO GLOBAL Strategy” promoting the “Second Growth Phase of the Ubicom Group”, Ubicom will 
continue to develop AI personnel and medical engineers through collaboration with global partners (strengthened the 
investment in human resources from the second quarter of the fiscal year ending March 2023) and scale global 
expansion into the AI and healthcare domains together based on the development partnerships of Israel and Ubicom’s 
base in the Philippines. 
 
 
＜SIXAI Ltd.＞ 
SIXAI brings advanced technology and AI into traditional industries to improve productivity to better serve people 
around the world. Established by Israeli entrepreneur Ran Poliakine, the company identifies manufacturing and 
distribution shortcomings and provides solutions that improve performance and lower cost. SIXAI specializes in 
technology integration into legacy industries. Captain’s Eye, a maritime AI company, is one such enterprise, 
performing real-time detection of security threats, leaks, safety violations, and cargo movement for shipping 
companies. SIXAI also acquires companies in the local and international market, mainly in the fields of AI, robotics, 
green energy, cyber and fintech. SIXAI recently signed an exclusive agreement with Israel Aerospace Industries 
(IAI), one of the world’s leading military and aerospace manufacturers to identify military technologies that can be 
converted to civilian use. For more information, please visit SIXAI's website at https://www.sixai.tech. 
 
 
＜Ubicom Holdings Inc.＞  

Ubicom’s management philosophy is to continue to be the one and only business innovation company that looks 
ahead of the times and creates IT solutions that contribute to solving social issues such as human resource shortages 
and medical problems, and we are promoting DX (Digital Transformation) in its strategic markets, mainly in the 
medical, financial, public, automotive, manufacturing, and robotics fields, and the development of high value-added 
human resources, especially in the AI and medical fields. 
 In recent years, in order to promote the “Ubicom Group's second growth phase”, Ubicom has been working from a 
global perspective to 1) promote a win-win investment model that accelerates business growth through strategic 
alliances, investments, and M&A with growth companies and leading companies, 2) develop new businesses for the 
next generation, and 3) build up a new SaaS/recurring type of profitable monetization model such as platform 
businesses. For the website of Ubicom, please visit: https://www.ubicom-hd.com/. 

https://www.sixai.tech/
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